WEEK FIVE’S MISSION IS TO: DISCOVER FELLOWSHIP

Parent Briefing:
In this mission, we will look at several Bible verses that you and your “agents in training” can investigate. After this in-depth investigation, there are several activities that are suited for your agents. This is a time for you to be intentional in teaching biblical truth in order to strengthen your family and your relationship with the Creator!

Mission Objective:
We encourage you and your family to discover how to fellowship with other believers. This week’s mission is very important to teach your children because it shows them that they are never alone in their walk with Christ! Fellowship is often overlooked in the lives of Christians. When we fellowship with others, we learn different things from them and share our own strengths. In this way, we are encouraging and building each other up. This week, make time spent with others intentional. Consider having friends or family over for dinner or a game night. Really listen to people when they talk with you, encourage friends and family, and point others to Christ in your conversations.

Below are some guided questions to help further your discussion on fellowship, use the investigation material on the back to answer.

What is fellowship? What are some ways to fellowship?
See 1 Peter 3:8, How should we treat others in fellowship?
See Hebrews 10:24-25, What is one purpose of fellowship?
How can you fulfill this purpose when interacting with others?
See 1 John 1:3, How can we fellowship with God?

Agent Debriefing
After discovering fellowship, we encourage you and your “agents in training” to take a picture of your agents with the assignment you completed. Post the picture using #CreekCIA. This will allow for the agency to evaluate the picture and give your agents a chance to win a special outing. Be looking for your picture to appear on the Agency’s screen during Sunday morning services.
Investigation Materials:
Hebrews 10:24-25, 1 John 1:3, 1 Peter 3:8, Matthew 18:20, Philippians 2:1-2

Assignments:
Preschool: This week, bake cookies or a special treat with your agent. Use this time intentionally by talking about how to “treat” others by being “sweet”. Once finished, share some treats and a kind note with a neighbor or friend to show them love. Make sure not to just deliver the treats, spend time talking and loving on your friend. Talk to your agent about what he/she did and why it was kind. Relate this act to 1 Peter 3:8.

Elementary: This week, invite another family to a picnic at the park, the community pool, dinner, or a game night. Before the event, talk to your agent about fellowship using the questions in the mission objective to stir discussion. During the event, have your agent focus on encouraging and learning from the other family. Afterwards, talk about how everything went and how things would be different if your agent treated people like 1 Peter 3:8 says everyday.

Youth: This week, ask your students some tough questions about fellowship. Search the scriptures to find truth that answers these questions.
Is unity necessary for true fellowship? (Philippians 2:1-2)
How can you improve unity in the youth group/your grade/your friend group? (Philippians 2:1-2, 1 Peter 3:8)
How does the life of Jesus exemplify fellowship? Give specific examples.
As you spend time with your friends and family this week, use your phone as little as possible so that you can focus on truly and intentionally loving and encouraging others. As Hebrews 10:24 says, spur each other on in love.